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1. Introduction
Once again CHAIN conducted a holiday break program which is always much
awaited for by the children. It provides the children with free environment where
they interact with each other and engage in exciting and inspiring activities.
The report gives a highlight of what took place during the holiday break. Several
activities which included letter writing to the sponsors, interacting with a role
model, games that enhance team work, hand hygiene session to commemorate
WHO hand hygiene day, art and crafts. In this report also is a glimpse at pre-school
activities and success stories of children who are on the OVC program. This holiday,
43 children attended the holiday program.

2. Activities
2.1 Art and Crafts
Children were given an opportunity to design art books for CHAIN Community
preschool children.
Such an activity help children learn to think and act as artists, makers and
designers, working creatively and intelligently. They develop an appreciation of and
engagement in art. It improves Hand-Eye Coordination, boost Self Esteem,
encourages Self Expression, helps in Socializing, promotes innovation and creativity
and enhances decision-making skills.

Children designing covers of the art books

Some of the completed art books designed by the children.

2.2 ROLE MODEL
Having role models in our life is very important, and having good role models is
more important, as they influence what we do and how we turn out eventually.
Positive role models influence our actions and motivate us to strive to uncover our
true potentials and overcome our weakness.

Kennedy sharing his academic journey to his siblings.
Kennedy shared his life journey to inspire the children to work hard in school and
also appreciate vocational training.

Children listened attentively and asked questions like, “how it felt to put on a
graduation gown, did you love school, did you dodge any classes?” An exciting
session this was!!

A snap with the graduate.

2.3 Hand hygiene
Washing hands properly is one of the most important things one can do to help
prevent and control the spread of many illnesses. Good hand hygiene reduces the
risk of diseases and conditions like flu, diarrhea, food poisoning and healthcare
associated infections being passed from person to person.
The WHO Global hand washing day was held on the 5th of May and during the
holiday program children were exposed to the importance of hand washing.
Discussion rotated around; a hand and its uses, why hand washing and how to
wash hands properly. The session emphasized how to wash both hands properly.

In the pictures - Left is the discussions
on hand washing and right is the hand
washing exercise.

CHAIN integrates patient safety and health literacy in all its activities where it
focuses on topics such as medication safety, hand hygiene and injection safety. This
is meant to raise awareness about these issues at an early age. Children easily
adapt behaviors and are very good ambassadors in promoting health literacy and
patient safety right from a young age.
A demonstration of proper hand washing was done. Each child was given an
opportunity to wash their hands as others commented. It turned out to be a
competition of who does it best.

2.4 Games to Enhance Team Work
Teamwork is the joint effort of a team to achieve a common goal or to complete a
task in the most effective and efficient way. Children are encouraged to work
together or seek support whenever they are defeated in the given tasks.

Group 1 struggling with the given task.

In this context, children were supposed to work together in their different group to
ensure that they pass through the given created spaces without getting in touch
with the string. Each space had to be used once until all of the members of the
group have crossed to the other side.

Group 2 struggling with the given task.

2.5 Letter writing
It is such an amazing moment to go through the children’s files and come
across records, letters and pictures depicting the child’s journey. This shows
how far we have come.

Left is the initial letter by Ivan to his sponsor – and on the right is Ivan’s most
recent letter to his sponsor.

2.5.1 The Memory Lane
The unfavorable, hopeless and grievous state that our vulnerable children
face after the loss of their parents and the smiles their faces carry after
being assured that they will attain education just like other children is
evident through the photos.

Left is Ivan Kirumira before he got sponsorship - happily clinging on a doll that he
had received from his sponsor with a smile of hope and extreme right is Ivan’s
current photo. He is now in senior six – smart and confident.

2.6 Trade school

Penninah Nangoye completed her tailoring course in 2015 and she immediately
started working. Penninah earns her income from making products such as bags,
animal dolls among others, from clothes. She has done this for 4 years now. She is
now back in school to pursue a three months weaving course at TEXDA. In the first
two pictures below are some of the designs Penninah came up with. Products such
as doormats, scarfs, table mats could be made out of these.

Penninah is now working on the big loom - as shown in the picture below.

2.7

Pre-school lessons – pictorial

CHAIN started a Community Pre-school in February 2018. The aim was to
give children of 3 – 5 years old who were not able to attend pre-school
due to lack of school fees an opportunity to relate with others in a
friendlier manner, develop a feeling of love and take care of themselves
for proper growth and development. Below are some pictures showing
what goes on in a pre-school class.

Children learning through play way method.
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